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0. INTRODUCTION 
S. Smale [ 131 defines a hyperbolic closed invariant set ,4 for a flow 4 on 
a compact manifold M. Smale’s Axiom A flows are those where the non- 
wandering set Q is hyperbolic and 0 is the closure of the set of periodic 
points. One of the most important properties of a hyperbolic set of a dif- 
feomorphism or flow is the pseudo orbit tracing property (also known as 
the shadowing property); see Section 1 for the definition. The pseudo orbit 
tracing property (POTP) is the key of the analysis of such maps or flows 
[I, 5, 6, 14, 163. Bowen and Reddy [l, 2, 121 and others have tried to 
generalize these ideas to homeomorphisms and flows on compact metric 
spaces. In [lo], Ombach shows that an expansive homeomorphism has 
canonical coordinates if and only if it has the pseudo orbit tracing 
property. 
In this paper we investigate the same question for expansive one- 
parameter flows with canonical coordinates only, but free of any hyperbolic 
assumption. 
Let 4 be a continuous flow on a compact manifold A4 and X a closed- 
invariant subset of M. 
For xEX and E>O let 
~S(X)={yEX:d(~,x,~,y)~Oast~co}, 
W:(X) = { y E W’(x): d(q5,x, q5,y) < E for all t 2 0}, 
~U(x)=(yEX:d(~~,x,~_,y)~Oast~co}, 
W:(x)= {YE~“(x):d(~-,x,~_,y)~~forall t>O}. 
In this paper we assume that all spaces are compact metric spaces unless 
otherwise stated, and (X, 4) denotes a continuous realflow 4 on a compact 
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metric space X (i.e., 4: Xx R + R is continuous and 4(x, t + s) = 
:(d(:;(), sii Let 4, denote the homeomorphism of X defined by 
tx x, . 
DEFINITION 0.1. (AT, 4) has canonical coordinates if for each small E > 0 
there is a 6 > 0 for which the following is true: if x, y E X and d(x, y) 6 6, 
then there is a unique u = v(x, y) with 1~11 GE so that 
W:(k) n W,“(Y) Z 0. 
See [2, 4, 7, 11, 131. 
DEFINITION 0.2. [3]. We say that a flow (X, 4) is expansive if for any 
1> 0 there is E > 0 with the property that if d(d,x, #,(,, v) d E for all s E R, 
for a pair of points x, y E X, and a continuous map CC R + Iw with a(O) = 0, 
then y = 4sx, where 1.~1 < 1. 
This definition is clearly independent of the metric. Smale’s Axiom A 
flows are also expansive when restricted to their nonwandering sets. For 
the definition of Axiom A flows and for more details see [2, 131. 
Let Z be any interval of real numbers containing the origin. 
A reparametrization of Z is an orientation-preserving homeomorphism 
(increasing) from Z onto its image fixing the origin. Define Rep(Z) and 
Rep@) to be the sets of all reparametrizations of Z and of Iw (real num- 
bers), respectively. 
Given real numbers 6, a > 0, we say that a finite (6, a)-chain [S, 6, 161 is 
a pair of sequences ({xi}:, {tj}t-‘) with tj>a and d(drixi, x~+~)<S. An 
infinite (6, a)-chain is a pair of doubly infinite sequences ((xi} ?, , { ti} E,) 
with ti 2 a and d(4,xi, xi+ 1) < 6 for all integers i. The definition of a finite 
(infinite) (6, a)-pseudo orbit is the same as that of a finite (infinite) (6, a)- 
chain see [S, 161. 
As standard notation let s0 = 0, s, = C;fP ’ ti, and s_, = C 1: ti for every 
sequence { ti} of real numbers. 
Given E > 0, the analogue of a-tracing is given as follows: A finite 
(infinite) (6, a)-pseudo orbit ({x,,}, (tn}) is E-traced by an orbit (#rz),,, if 
there exists tl E Rep(R) such that 
whenever t > 0 and s, < t < s, + 1, for n = 0, 1,2, . . . . and 
44 a(t)Z, 4LL”LJ Q E 
whenevert<Oand -s-,<t<-s-.+,,forn=l,2,3 ,.... 
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DEFINITION 0.3. A flow qi on X has the pseudo orbit tracing property 
(POTP) if for all E > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that every (6, 1 )-pseudo orbit 
is s-traced by an orbit of 4. 
The main result of this paper is the following: 
THEOREM 7.1. Every expansive flow on a compact metric space X which 
has the canonical coordinates also has the pseudo orbit tracing property. 
The idea of the proof is the following: we state the existence of a family 
s= {S,, s,, . ..) S,} of local cross sections (see Sect. 4.1). Using expansive- 
ness and canonical coordinates we can generalize some work done by 
Reddy [12] on these local cross sections to prove that there is a metric p 
on S+ = UT= r Si which is compatible with the relative topology and such 
that every flow which has canonical coordinates in S+ also has hyperbolic 
canonical coordinates relative to this metric p in S+. This enables us to 
show the existence of the pseudo orbit tracing property on S+ relative to 
the original metric on X (because POTP is independent of the metric) and 
hence this existence can be generalized to finish the proof of Theorem 7.1. 
This theorem gives us a tool to test for the pseudo orbit tracing property. 
See also Theorem 7.2 and Theorem 7.4. 
1. PREPARATORY DEFINITIONS AND LEMMAS 
LEMMA 1.1 (Cf. [3, Lemma2]). Let (X, $) be a flow with no fixed 
points. Then 3T, > 0 such that if 0 < T < T,, there is a y > 0 such that 
d(d+, x) > y for all x E X. 
Note that T, = 1 if 4 has no periodic orbits and T,, is the smalles positive 
number with dTOx = x if 4 does have some periodic orbits (see [3]). 
LEMMA 1.2 (Cf. [14, Lemma 1.23). Let (X, 4) be a flow with no fixed 
points. Then for each 1> 0 there is an E > 0 with the property that if x, y E X, 
Z is any interval containing the origin, and a E Rep(Z) with d(qS,(,)x, 4, y) < E 
for all s E Z, then la(s) --sI <A. for all JsI < 1 in Z and la(s) - sj < IsI I for all 
IsI 2 1 in I. 
LEMMA 1.3 (Cf. [3, Lemma 11). Zf(X, q5) is an expansiveflow, then each 
fixed point is an isolated point. 
This reduces the study of expansive flows to those without fixed points. 
DEFINITION 1.4. A flow C$ on X has the finite pseudo orbit tracing 
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property (FPOTP) if for all E > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that every finite 
(6, 1)-pseudo orbit is a-traced by an orbit of $. 
LEMMA 1.5 (Cf. [ 16, Proposition 4.31). Every flow (X, 4) with 120 fixed 
points which has the FPOTP, has the POTP. 
LEMMA 1.6 (Cf. [16, Proposition 4.43). Let 4 be a continuousflow on X 
with the following property: for all E > 0, there exists 6 > 0 such that every 
finite (6, 1)-p seu d o orbit ({xi};, (ti}T-‘) with 1<ti<2for all i=l,2,...,n 
is E-traced by an orbit of 4. Then q5 has the FPOTP. 
2. EXPANSIVE FLOWS 
In this section we give equivalent definitions for expansiveness. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let (X, ~$5) be a flow without fixed points. Then there is a 
T,, > 0 so that if 0 < T, Q Tz < T,,, there exists y > 0 with d(q5,x, x) > y for 
all UE [T,, T,] and all XEX. 
For the rest of this paper T,, shall denote a real number which satisfies 
the above lemma and Lemma 1.1. 
The idea of the following lemma and its argument is taken from 
Theorem 3 in [3]. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let (X, 4) be a flow without fixed points. Then Vt with 
0 < g < T,/3, 3.~ > 0 and 3~ > 0 such that for every x, y E X and every con- 
tinous u: [w -+ R with cc(O) = 0 if d(dSx, daCsJ y) G e0 for all -t <s < t where 
t>T,/3, then a(s+<)-a(s)>zfor all -t<s<t-5. 
Proof Given 5 with 0 < 5 < T,,/3, Lemma 1.1 implies that there exists 
y > 0 such that d(x, #{x) > y for all x E X. Take a0 < y/4 and assume for 
some t > To and x, y E X and for some continuous CI: R -+ Iw with ~(0) = 0 
we have 
Thus, 
44,x> &z(s) Y) G 80 for all - t < s 6 t. 
By continuity of 4 we can find r > 0 such that 
la(s) - a(s + 5)l 3 T forall -t<s<t-<. 
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Since a(O) =0 it is sufficient to show that a(4) >O. If this is not so, then 
there exists < >O with 5 < T,/3 such that for every integer n >O, there 
exists x,, y, E X and a continuous map c(,: [w -+ k! with cc,(O) = 0 and 
d($,x,, #.+, y,J < l/n. But a,(t) d 0. Assume x, + x and therefore yn + x. 
If a,(<)> -< infinitely often, then choose a sequence {nil so that 
a,(t) + -L for some L with 0 6 L d t. Hence d(bcx, tiPLx) =0 and 
x = tiL + gx which contradicts the fact that To is the smallest period of 4. On 
the other hand if a,( 4) < - 5 and by continuity of CI,, eventually we choose 
sn with 0 d s, 6 5 and a,(~,) = -5. Choose a sequence s,, + s; then 
d($,x,&,x)=O and x=#,+~ x which also contradicts the choice of T,, 
and the proof is finished. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let (X, 4) be a flow without fixed points. Then (X, 4) is an 
expansive flow if and only zf for any i > 0 there is an E > 0 for which the 
following is true: VEX > 0, 3M> 0 such that for every x, y E X and c1 E Rep(R) 
z~d(~,,,,y,~,x)~&foralZItl~M,thend(~,y,x)~&gforsomerE[--,~]. 
Proof Splice together Lemma 9 in [ 151 and (ii) of Theorem 3 in [3]. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let (X, 4) be a Jlow without fixed points. Then (X, 4) is an 
expansive flow tf and only tf for any A> 0 there is an E > 0 for which the 
following is true: VQ, > 0, 3M > 0 such that tf x, y E X, c1 E Rep(R), and t b 0 
with 
4&s, Y, 4s~) d E forall -M-tgs<M+-t, 
then there exist y’~#~-~,~, y and a continuous map p: C-t, t] --) R with 
p(O) = 0 such that 
44pw Y’, 4s~) 6 EO for all - t < s d t. 
Proof: Using Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.1 one can visualise the proof. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let (X, 4) be a flow without fixed points. Then (X, 4) 
is an expansive flow tf and only tf for any A > 0 there is an E > 0 for which 
the following is true: VE, > 0, 3M > 0 such that if x, y E X, 01 ERep(R), and 
t > 0 with d(b,(,, y, 4$x) < E for all -M- t 6 s < M + t, then there exist 
y’~d~-~,~, y and hERep such that 
d(#h(sj Y’, tis(x) G co forall -t<s<t. 
Proof It is easily seen that the condition implies (X, 4) is an expansive 
flow. 
Suppose (X, 4) is expansive. Given il> 0, choose E >O satisfying 
Lemma 2.4. Now given so > 0 we can choose an integer n sufficiently large 
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so that 0~ t/n< To/3 and d(x, ~,.x)cE~/~ for all 06~~ t/n. Let E; with 
0 <E; < so/2 and z > 0 satisfying Lemma 2.2 with respect to t/n. Also let 
M > 0 such that M- To/3 satisfies Lemma 2.4 with respect to 6;. Now 
assume 
44&T 4,(s) Y) G E for all -M-t<s<M+t 
for some x, YEX and CIE Rep(lR). Hence d(d,x, #,(,, y) < E for all 
-M’ - t - (T,/3) < s < M’ + t - (T,/3). Thus by Lemma 2.4 there exist 
y’~#r-~,~,~ and a continuous B: [-t-(T,/3), t+(T,/3)]-+R with 
p(O) = 0 such that 
44,x, dpc.7, Y’) d 4 for all -t-(To/3)<s<t+(To/3). 
Now using Lemma 2.2 we have /?(s + t/n) -b(s) > r for all - t - (T,/3) < 
s<t+(T,/3)-(t/n). Since 
therefore /?(s+ t/n)-/?(s) >r for all -t <s< t. Define h: C-t, t] + [w by 
h(it/n) = /?(it/n) for -n < i < n and by linearity on each [it/n, (i + 1) t/n] for 
-n d i Q n - 1. It is obvious that h is an increasing homeomorphism from 
[ -t, t] onto its image and that it can be extended to h E Rep@). Now for 
SE [it/n, (i+ l)t/n], there exists S’E [it/n, (i+ l)t/n] with h(s)= /?(s’). 
Hence 
This finishes the proof. 
3. CANONICAL COORDINATES 
Let (X, q5) be a continuous real flow. For x E X and E > 0 let 
W:(x)= {~EX:d(~,x,~,y)~~forall t>O}, 
~(x)=(y~Xd(q5,x,q5,y)<~forallt<0}. 
Our notation differs somewhat from that of Section 0. Those are families 
of disks while these are not. If YE c(x), then q5,(y)~ Wz(btx) for all t 20 
and ifyE W:(x), then &,(Y)E W;(#Plx) for all t20. 
505/90/2-S 
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LEMMA 3.1. Zf (X, 4) has canonical coordinates, then for each E > 0 there 
is 6 > 0 with the property that if x, y E X and d(x, y) < 6, then 
V(x) n T(Y) Z IZI. 
Proof: Take 0 < s0 < 42 with d(x, 4Ux) 6 .a/2 for all Ju] 6 sO. Let 
6 >O satisfying the canonical coordinates property with respect to e0 
(i.e., if d(x, y) < 6, then there exists a unique o with IuI < s0 such 
that W;(#,x) n W&(y) # 0). Assume ZE W&(#“x) n VVtO( y). Thus 
d(gl,z, C~),CJ~,X) <sEg for all ~20. But d(QISq+vx, dSx) GE/~ for all SE R. The 
triangle inequality implies 
d(#sz, 4s~) GE,, + 42 d E for all s B 0. 
Thus z E W:(x). The fact that W:(x) E W:(x) finishes the proof. 
Note that the conclusion of the above lemma is weaker than the detini- 
tion of the canonical coordinates. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let (X, 4) be an expansive flow with no fixed points 
which satisfies the conclusion of the above lemma. Then for any A> 0 there 
is a 6 > 0 for which the following is true: if x, ye X, CIE Rep(R), and 
T,, T2a0 with 
then /a(t)-t[<Aforall -T,<t<T,. 
Proof: Take To satisfying Lemma 1.1 and 0 < II < To/2. Let E > 0 satisfy 
expansiveness with respect o 212 and let 0 < a0 < 42 such that 2~~ satisfies 
Lemma 1.1 with respect to i/2 (i.e., d(4A,2x, x) 2 2s0 for all XE X). Now 
take 0 < 6 < so satisfying the conclusion of the above lemma. Let t > 0 and 
assume 
44,+, 4s Y) G 6 for all 0 6 s < t. 
In order to show la(t) - tl d 2, let z E eO(x) n W,Uo(y) and 
w E WQ(d,Ct,x) n Wk(tit y). Then w E W,U,(41 y) and ZE II’:& y). It follows 
that #_-$wE W;(y) and 
44sLw, isy) d co for all s < 0, 
d(dsz, 4, Y) G 80 for all s<O. 
The triangle inequality implies that 
(a) 4dszy d,4-,w)<2~~ for all s < 0. 
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Also from w E wU,(#, y) we have 
wuw, &At Y) d 80 for all u < 0. 
Let s=u+t. Then 
444 -twv 4s Y) d Eo for all 0 < s < t. 
Since z E W;,(X), therefore 
44s-T 4s) G co for all s B 0. 
This means that 
44 a(s)4 h(s)4 6 60 for all 0 < s < t. 
Using the triangle inequality we have 
(b) d(d,(s)z> ds4-tw) 6 W,(,)z, #a(s)4 + W,(sjx, 4s~) 
+44,x 4,4-tw) 6 380 for all 0 < s < t. 
The triangle inequality implies that 
44ugi a(t)Z, h4w) q 2&o for all u 3 0. 
Let u=s- t. Then 
(cl 44,- t+a(r)Z, #s#-tw) G 2&o forall s>O. 
Using (a), (b), and (c) we can define /I E Rep(R) by 
if s 6 0, 
if 0 <s < t, 
if s 2 t. 
It is obvious that 
44p(sp> 4s4-tw) G 3~0 G E for all s o [w. 
Expansiveness implies that z = ~+4 _ ,+“w with (u( <d/2. Since datrjz~ 
W&(4aCrj~), it follows that daCrj- t+uw E T,&t,x)- But w E K,th(rp)- 
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Thus we have 
4d,(+r+uw W)<2Eo for all t 3 0. 
By continuity of cq Lemma 1.1, and the way we choose E,, we must have 
la(t) - t + UI <A/2. This means that la(t) - tl d A. The same argument can 
be used when t < 0 and the proof is finished. 
4. LOCAL CROSS SECTIONS 
In this section we state the existence of a family S of local cross sections 
(Lemma 4.1). Using expansiveness and canonical coordinates we can 
generalize some work done by Reddy [12] on these local cross sections. 
This enables us to use the metrization lemma [8] and prove that there is 
metric p compatible with relative topology on S+ which satisfies the con- 
clusion of Lemma 4.7. 
Let (X, 4) be a flow without fixed points. S G X is called a local cross 
sectionoftime5>OifSisaclosedsubsetofXandSn~c~r,tr,x={~}for 
all x E S. If S is a cross section of time <, then 4 t ~ 5, 53 S and S x [ - 5, 51 
are homeomorphic. By the interior S* of S we mean the set 
Snint(q5-t,e,S). Note that $(-,,,, S* is open in X for every O< s 6 r. 
A theorem of Whitney [17] asserts that for each XE X there is a local 
cross section S, of time v, with x E S:. For more details see also [3, 91. 
The following lemma is obtained by carefully modifying the proof of 
Lemma 7 of [3]. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let (X, 4) be a flow without fixed points. Then there is a 
~>Osuchthatforeacha>Owecanfinda~nitefamilyS={S,,S,,...,S,} 
of pairwise disjoint local cross sections of time t 3 0 and diameter at most 
CI and two families of local cross sections T = { T1, T2, . . . . T,} and 
w= (WI, w,, . ..) W,,,} with Wis Ti* and Tic Si* (i = 1, 2, . . . . m) such that 
x= 4[-4, w+ = dM W+, where Wf = Uy=“=, W,. 
For convenience, if SE S, then we will denote by T and W the 
appropriate elements of T and W such that WG T* and TE S*. Also 
denote S+ = Uy! 1 Si and Tt = Uy! 1 Ti. 
Take c1< 5/3 the above lemma and let /I be the minimum time distance 
between sections of S, i.e., 
Note that 0 < p < tx. Take p > 0 with 0 <p < /I/2, p < T,/2, and p < r/2. For 
SES let DP=dc--p,P, S and define a projection map rcP: D, + S by 
zP(x) = dl(x) where q5r(~) E S and 1 tl <p. Since 2p < 4, it follows that rcP is 
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well defined, continuous, and onto S [9]. Keynes and Sears in [9] used 
the idea of local cross sections and have shown that a flow supporting 
expansiveness must be of finite dimension. 
Standing Hypothesis. For the rest of this section and Sections 4, 5, and 
6 (X, 4) shall denote an expansive flow without fixed points which satisfies 
the conclusion of Lemma 3.1 (i.e., the weaker form of canonical coor- 
dinates), and has fixed families S, T, and W of local cross sections 
satisfying Lemma 4.1 and the above argument. 
Using the above argument we can easily show the following: 
LEMMA 4.2. For any r > 0 there is an E > 0 such that if d(x, y) <E and 
XET, then#,yESzTwith Iuj<r. 
The key to the proof of the following lemma is Proposition 2.5. 
LEMMA 4.3. There is an E >O for which the following is true: V’E,> 0, 
3M>O such that ifx, YES+, crERep(IW), and t30 with 
d($,,,,y,d,x)<.e forall -M-t<sdM+t, 
then 3h E Rep@) such that 
4&z(s) y, 4.~) G EO forall -t<s<t. 
LEMMA 4.4. For any r > 0 there is an E > 0 for which the follwoing is 
true: Ve, > 0, 3M > 0 such that if x, y E S+ and a E Rep(R) and t > 0 with 
d(d,,,,y,q5,x)<~ forall -kt--t<s<M+t, 
then 3h E Rep@) such that 
4&z(s) Y, 4s~) G EO for all -t-2r<s<t+2r. 
Proof: Take E satisfying Lemma 4.3. Also given so > 0, take 6 > 0 such 
that if d(x, y) < 6, then d(d,x, 4, y) <so for all ItI < 2r. Thus there exists 
M > 0 which satisfies Lemma 4.3 with respect to 6, and the rest follows 
easily. 
Some part of this section is an adaptation of work by Reddy [12]. 
Fix r > 0 and also fix E > 0 so that E < min{ d(Si, Si) : i #j} and so that 
if satisfies the above lemma with respect o r. 
For t > 0 define 
W,= {(x, y)eS+ xS+ :d(q5 .(,)x, 4, Y) 6 E 44p(s) Y> 4.P) G 6 
forsomea,pERep(lR)andforall -t<s<t}. 
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Fix cc, > 0 small enough such that 3e,, GE. Also fix M > 0 which satisfies 
Lemma 4.4 with respect to Q,. Define V,,= W,= S+ x S+ and V,, = W,, 
for n = 1,2, 3, . . . . 
LEMMA 4.5. The sequence {V,,} is a nested sequence of symmetric 
neighborhood of A = {(x, x) : x E S+ } whose intersection is A and such that 
V n+l ~V,+,~V,+,cV,forallnBO. 
Proof: Let (x, y) E V, for all n >O. Lemma 4.3 implies that for any 
arbitrary 6 > 0, there exists a positive integer n such that if (x, y) E V,, 
then d(x, y) < 6. This means that x =y. Thus, n V, = A. To prove 
V n+lOVn+l~Vn+l~Vn, let (x,~)EV,+~~V,+~~V~+~. There exist 
a, bES+ and tli, big Rep@) for i= 1,2,3 such that for all s with 
-(n+ l)M<s<(n+ l)M we have 
and 
d(Ad, 4s Y) 6 E and 44,m Y, 4J) G 8. 
Using Lemma 4.4 there exist hi, yip Rep(R) for i= 1,2, 3 such that for all 
s with -nM--2r<s<nM+2r we have 
0) 44 h,(s)4 4sa) i EO and 44 y,(s)ap 49) G CO, 
(ii) 44hz(s)ay 4&J < 60 and 44,,~s~b~ ha) G co, 
and 
(iii) d(d~,& 4, Y) < CO and 44,,(s) Y, 436) G ~0. 
By Proposition 3.2 we have Ih,(s)-sl <r and Ivi(S) -sI 6r for all 
i = 1, 2, 3 and for all -nil4 - 2r < s < nM + 2r. Thus replacing h2 (s) instead 
of s in (i) we have 
44 h,h2(s)~9 hdd G co forall -nM-r<h,(s)<nM+r. 
The triangle inequality and (ii) imply 
44 fi,,q(sp, c&b) G 2~0 for all -nM-r<s<nM+r. 
Again by replacing h3(s) instead of s we have 
44 ,uwq(s)x> 4/z,&) G 2~0 for all -nM<s~nM. 
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The triangle inequality and (iii) imply 
&h(s) x2 4s Y) d 3&O forall -nM<s<nM, 
where h = h, h2 h3. Similarly we can show that 
4&s, Y, 4s~) G 3~0 for all -nMQsdnM, 
where y = y3y2y1. But 3~~ GE. Thus (x, y) E V, and the proof is finished. 
The following is an immediate consequence of the above lemma and the 
metrization lemma [ 81. 
LEMMA 4.6. There is a metric p on S+ compatible with the relative 
topology of S+ such that 
N(A;&)i V?$N(A;$) 
for n 2 1. 
LEMMA 4.7. There is a metric p on S+ compatible with the relative 
topology of S+ and there is I, with 0 < I -=c 1, such that 
N(A; J. t+2M)s W*G N(A; ,F”) 
for all t > 0. 
Proof. Suppose t = nM + j, where 0 <j < M. Hence 
V n+l = W(,n+l)M’ WnM+ME WnM+j= W*G WfiM= Vn* 
Using this and Lemma 4.6 we have 
Thus 
N(A. (l/2)(‘-i)/M+* 9 ) E W, G N(A; (l/2)“-“‘7. 
Now take A= (l/2)‘/“. Then 
N(A; Lt--j+2M) E W, E N(A; A’-‘). 
Since 
N(A; 1’+2M )E N(6; Ar--j+2M) 
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and 
N(A; I+-‘) c N(A; 2- “) 
it follows that 
N(A; 1 r+2M)~ W,cN(A;P”), 
and the proof is finished. 
5. STABLE AND UNSTABLE SETS 
Using the metric p in this section we can show that the canonical coor- 
dinates in S+ are hyperbolic canonical coordinates relative to this metric p. 
Now we need to define the stable and unstable sets on S+. Take E >O 
satisfying Lemma 4.2 with respect to p (i.e., if x E T and d(x, y) < E, then 
ye D, = ~c--p,P,S where TE S). For XE S+ define S,(x) = xP( K(x)) and 
U,(x) = np( w:(x)). 
PROPOSITION 5.1. For each E > 0 there is 6 > 0 with the property that if 
x E T+ and y E S+ with d(x, y) < 6, then S,(x) n U,(y) # 0 and it has only 
one point in S+. 
Proof: Take E > 0 small enough which satisfies the above argument and 
take 6 > 0 with 6 < min{ d(Si, Si); i #j} and satisfying the conclusion of 
Lemma 3.1 with respect to E (i.e., W:(x) n W:(y) # 0). Expansiveness 
implies that W:(x) n W,U( y) is a subset of an orbit segment, say 4C-r,rlz for 
some z E X and some small r > 0. Using the above argument it is obvious 
that dC-r,rl~~D,=4C-p,P1 S where x E T E S. Thus x,(z) is the only point 
in S,(x) n U,(Y). 
Using Lemma 4.2 we can easily check the following: 
LEMMA 5.2. Given E > 0 there is a 6 >O so that S,(x) c W:(x) and 
U,(x) G W,“(x) for all x E Tf. 
LEMMA 5.3. Given E > 0 there is E’ > 0 with the property that if x, y E X 
and c1 E Rep(R) with 
W,(s) Y, 4s~) G 6’ for all s 3 0, 
then there exists h E Rep(R) such that 
44/z(s) Y, 4s~) G E for all s 2 0, 
andd,,,,yESprovidedthat d,x~TcSfor t>l. 
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Proof: Given E > 0 take I > 0 small enough with: 
(a) A < l/6 and 3, < p/6 (/I is the minimum time between sections), 
(b) d(x, 4,x) d s/2 for all (u( < 31. 
Take 0 <E’ <s/2 satisfying Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 3.2 with respect to 2. 
Now assume 
44 or(s)X, 4s Y) G 6’ for all s > 0. 
Let {tn} be an infinite sequence of real numbers with 
(i) t, B 1 and dt, y E T1 for some T1 ET, 
(ii) t, is the smallest positive real number such that t, > t, _ i 
and d,“y~ T,, for some T,ET. 
Note that t,, I - t,>/?. Take w,=t1/2 and w,=(t,+t,_1)/2 for 
n = 2, 3, 4, . . . . Thus 
44 ar(f,)X, 4,” Y) 6 E’ forall n=l,2, 3, . . . . 
Using Lemma 4.2 we can find an infinite sequence {un} with Iu,I < I for all 
n and Acrn) + u. x E S, 2 T,,. Define h(t,) = a(t,) + u,, h(w,) = a(~,) for all n, 
and by linearity between [w,, t,] and also between [t,, w,+r], and 
h(s) = a(s) otherwise. Now by Lemma 3.2 we have I@(s) --sI Q I for all 
s 2 0. Thus it follows that a(s) 3 s - A and -a(s) > --s - A for all s > 0. 
Therefore 
a(t,)+u,-a(w,)>t,-A+u,-w,-L=t,-WI-31 
=(t,/2)-33.>(1/2)-31>0; 
similarly 
a( t,) + 24, - a(w,) B t, - w, - 312 (P/2) - 31> 0, 
and 
NW,+, )-h(t,)=a(~,+~)-a(t,)-uU,>w,+,-A-tn-A-U, 
=wn+l - t, - 312 (b/2) - 31> 0. 
It follows that h(t,)> h(w,) and h(w,+,)> h(t,) for all n > 1. Thus 
h E Rep@) and Ih(s)-a(s)1 <A for all SER. Using (b) and the triangle 
inequality we have 
for all s>O and the proof is finished. 
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LEMMA 5.4. For any E >O there is an E’ >O with the property that if 
x, y~Xandcl~Rep(lW) with 
44,,,, Y, 4s~) G 6’ for all s d 0, 
then there exists h E Rep(R) such that 
W(s) Y, 4~) G 8 for all s < 0, 
and qbhCtI y E S provided that 4,x E Tr S for t < 1. 
Proof: Exactly similar to the proof of Lemma 5.3. 
For x E T define 
WY(x) = { y E S: I/? E Rep(R) with d(dbCs, y, 4sx) 6 E for all s > 0 
and dBCtj y E S’ provided that C$,X E T’ E S’ for t > 0}, 
and 
y(x) = { y E S : 38 E Rep(R) with d(4pCsI y, @sx) < E for all 
s < 0 and bBCrI y E S’ provided that #lx E T’ G S’ for t < O}. 
Note that the stable and unstable sets defined in [9] are equivalent to 
y(x) and W:(x), respectively. 
LEMMA 5.5. For each E > 0 there is an E’ > 0 so that if XE T+, then 
S,,(x) E W;(x) and U,,(x) E WE”“(x). 
Proof Directly follows from Lemma 5.3 and Lemma 5.4. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. For any E > 0 we can find 6 > 0 so that the following is 
true: ifx, y E T+ and d(x, y) < 6, then WY(x) n W,““(y) # 0 and it has only 
one point in S + . 
Proof Take E’ satisfying Lemma 5.5 (i.e., S,(x) c W;(x) and V,.(y) G 
W,““(y)). Using Proposition 5.1 there is 6 > 0 such that if x, y E T+ and 
d(x, y) < 6, then S,.(x) n U,(y) # 0. This means that W?(x) n Wr( y) # a. 
Now without loss of generality assume 2s satisfies Lemma 4.3 and also 
assume z1 , z2 E W;(x) n Wy( y). Using the triangle inequality we have 
d(&,(sjz1, ~~z~s~zd G 2~ for all SE R, 
for some /II, /I2 E Rep(R). Since fir(s) -+ + co as s + + cc (Lemma 3.2) and 
using Lema 4.3, it follows that d(z,, z2) < .sO for any arbitrary Ed > 0. This 
finishes the proof. 
The following is a direct consequence of Lemma 3.2. 
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LEMMA 5.7. If x, y E S+ and d(4sCs,x, 4, y) < E, for all -t <s < t, and 
for some fl E Rep@), then (x, y) E W,-, for some constant r 2 0. 
PROPOSITION 5.8. There are constants c > 0, 0 <A < 1 so that if 
y E WY(x) (i.e., d(d,,,, y, dsx) <E for all s 2 0 and ~~~~~ y E s’ provided that 
I$~xET’ES’~~~ t>O)andq4,xETforsome t>l, then 
where p is the metric on Si defined by Lemma 4.6. 
ProoJ: For u > 1 assume (x, y) E W, and (x, y)$ W,,, (otherwise 
x = y). Let y E W:(x). Then there exists fi E Rep(R) satisfying Lemma 5.3 
and 
Since (x, y) E W, it follows that 
d&s) Y, 4s~) G E for all -v<s<v 
and for some y E: Rep( [w). Define 
Thus we have 
4&z(s) Y, 4s~) 6 E for all sb -v. 
Now given t > 1 with C$,X E T let u = s - t. Then 
This means that 
kh(r)YY 4tX)E W”,,-, 
for small constant r > 0. Since h(t) = b(t) it follows that 
(&9(l,YY 4J)E wv+t--r. 
Using Lemma 4.7 we have 
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But p(x, y) Z A.“+‘+2M because (x, y) $ W,, r. Therefore 
P(&(r, YP 4,x) 6 2 1” I o+1+2M2-I- 3M--r<C)LtP(X, y), 
where ~~~~~~~~~~ and the proof is finished. 
The following is similar to the above. 
COROLLARY. There are constants c> 0, 0 <A < 1 so that if YE WY(x) 
and 4,~ E Tfor t < - 1, then 
where p is the metric on S+ defined by Lemma 4.6. 
This proposition and its corollary state that the stable and unstable sets 
W:(x), W,““(x) are hyperbolic relative to (S+, p). 
6. PSEUDO ORBIT TRACING PROPERTY 
In this section we show the existence of the pseudo orbit tracing property 
on S+ relative to the original metric (because POTP is independent of the 
metric). 
Remark. In this section fix 0 < r < min{ p/2, 1 }, where p is the minimum 
time between sections of S. Given E > 0 small enough such that if 
d(x, y)<s and XET (XE W), then q5,y~SzT (#,y~Tz W) for some 
1~1 <r (see Lemma 4.2) and also satisfying Lemma 3.2 with respect to r. 
Take E’ >O such that d(@tx, c$~ y) <E for all 0 < t < c1 provided that 
p(x, y) < E’ where a > 0 is taken from Lemma 4.1. For 0 < s0 < ~‘/3 fix E > 0 
so that if d(x, y) <<E, then p(x, y) 6~~. Take 6 > 0 satisfying Lemma 5.6 
with respect o E and 6’ < 6 such that d(x, y) Q 6 provided that p(x, y) < 6’. 
Now fix M large enough such that if y = cA”-‘, where I is taken from 
Proposition 5.8, then y < l/2 and ~q, < 6’/2. Finally take s> 0 so that if 
d(x, y) < 6, then p(x, y) < 6’/2. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Given E > 0 there are 44, S> 0 with the property that 
every (6, M)-pseudo orbit ({xi};, (ti>y) (i.e., d(til,xi, xi+ ,) < 6 for all 
i = 1, 2, . ..) n - 1) with 
(a) X;E Wjc T,for i= 1, 2, 3, . . . . n, 
(b) 41,xiETi+1Z W,+l for i= 1,2, 3 ,..., n, 
is E-traced by a point z E S1 2 T, 
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Proof. Using the above argument every (S, M) pseudo orbit 
;i”;‘; ~4K) h as the property that P($,~x~, xi+r)<6’/2 for all 
9 > *..> n - 1. Using Proposition 5.6 there exist 
Z”E ~3xJn KY4r,-,xn-,) 
and fin E Rep(R) so that 
4&?,(s)Zm 4&z) 6 CQ for all s 3 0, 
44 &9n(,)z,, 4sxL 1) BE for all sd0, 
where x~-~=#~,_,x,-~. (Note that z, is also an element in T+.) By the 
above remark it follows that 
P(4pn(S)zm 4s-G) G co for all s 3 0, 
P(4p”(s)zn> 4sxL 1) d co for all s 6 0. 
Using Proposition 5.8 we have 
PMI, 4,,x,) 6 Y&O G 6’/2, 
P@,> x,-,)dye,G6’/2, 
where 4 = 4,~~~) z, and Z, = c$~,~-~,+,,z~ (seeFig. 1). 
The triangle inequality implies that 
p(Z,, XL-Z) 6 EOy + 6’12 < 6’, 
where xL-~=~~._~x,-~. Thus d(Z,, XL- *) < 6 (see the above remark). Now 
let 
P,(s)=P,(s-t,~l)-Bn(-tn-l) forall SER. 
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Then 8, E Rep@). It is obvious that the time delay for fl,, is at most r 
between S,- i and S, and between S, and S, + i (i.e., 16,(s) - s( Q r). Using 
again Proposition 5.6, there exist z,_ i E W;(Z,) n Wy(xL_ 2) (z,~ , is also 
an element in S,- i) and A,_ 1 E Rep(R) such that 
and 
4&z- I(S)ZG 1, d,x:,-2)QE for all s < 0. 
Let L1(4=LldL(~) f or $20, and fi,-i(s)=h,_i(~) for S-CO. Then 
by the way we define F~$‘(z,) and W~(x~-i) it is obvious that if 
CJ~~~~~,(Z,,) E T+, then #A-,CsJ(~n- I) ES+. Using the remark we have 
P(4/3-,(s)Zn- 17 4acs,TJ 6 co for all s Z 0, 
P($p,~,(,,z,-l~~,x~~z)Q&O for all s < 0. 
(*) 
Using Proposition 5.8 and because the time delay for 8, is at most r we 
have p(zL-,, zn)daOy, p(&,, z~)dsoy2, and p(Z+i, x,~~)<E~Y, where 
d-1 =~B~-,MG-~, Cl =4~n-,(tn-,++In)zn-~~ and znpl =d8,-,(-r,-2pn -1. 
Using these inequalities and the triangle inequality we can show that 
P(~"-1,xn-*)6EOY<3EO<Et, p(z,-l,x,-,)~Eo+&OY<3EO<E', and 
P(z:,~1,x,)~EOY+Eg<3EO<El. 
Using the remark and because Xi E IV+ for all i, then we have that Z,-, , 
z,-1, and z’,- i are points in T+. Since 
P(4pn-,(S)Zn-1> sx*-I 4 ) 
d P(4Pnm,(s)Zn- 13 &7.(x)&J + P(4p,cs,L #s&l - 1) 
W4B,-,(s)zn-I~ ~8”(~,Z~)+P(~B”(s~r.~,)Z,, L-,x:,-J 
d 80 + Eo < E’ 
for all 0 <s < t,- i Lemma 3.2 implies that I/I,- i(s) --sI <r for all 
0 < s < t, _ i (i.e., the time delay for /I, _ i is at most r between S, _ i and 
S,). Similarly we can show that 
P(~B”-,(S)Z,~l,~s~l,_,Xn)~&’ forall t,-,<s<t,-I+t,. 
Lemma 3.2 also implies that the time delay for /I,- i is at most r between 
S, and S,,+i. Using (*) it is obvious that the time delay for /I,-, is at most 
r between S, - 2 and S, _ i . Let 
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It is obvious that 
d&7-,(+- 13 &&l) G E 
Using the remark we have 
for all s 2 0. 
where XL _ 3 = dr.-,x, _ 3. Proposition 5.6 implies that there exist 
z,-~E ?V~(F,~,)~ W~(X;~~) (z,_* is also an element in S,-,) and 
/?n~2ERep(R) such that 
44LLz(s)zn-*~ AL&-1) G-5 for all s Z 0, 
44 p,-,(s)Z,-2> 4sXL3)GE for all s < 0. 
Using the remark and Proposition 5.8 we have 
P&?4)Zn-2~ dBn-,($-lWO for all s 2 0, 
P(q4T-z(s)zn-2~ 4s-c3) G co for all s d 0, 
and p(zL-*, z,-i)<sO~, P(z~-~, z~-i)<soy2, p(zY-,, z,“-,)6s0y3, and 
P@,-~, x,-~)<EoY, where z~-~=~B”-~(~.-~~z”-~, ~~-~=~8,_,,,,_,+~,-,~~,-2, 
z~-2=~Bn-Z(f”~2+f,_,+f.~Zn~2, and Z,-2=$ p”1,_2(-r,_3)zH-2. Now because 
Eo+Eo+Eoy+ ... +Eoyn<Eo+ co - < Eo + 2E0 = 3E0 < E’ 
1-Y 
for any positive integer n, then we can repeat the above process and we can 
show that the time delay for pnd2 between the indicated local cross sections 
is at most r and also Znp2, z,-~, zL_,, and z’Le2 are points in T+. 
Continue until we get the point z2 E S2 whose orbit traces the positive part 
of the orbit of Z3. It is clear by now that 
p(z$“‘, z$-) Q &gym. 
Now let S be any local cross section between S, and S, + i such that for 
some t>O with O<t<t,, $I~,~ WCS. It follows that dBncrjzn~T~S, 
P(~P,(~)G, ~r~n)~~O~ ~P.-~(~.-,+~+I ES, and ~(4~~-,(~~-,+~p~-~~ 4P.(tpn) 
< E~Y. The triangle inequality implies that 
P(~~“-,(f,~,+f)Z”-l’~txn)d~o+~OY <E’. 
This implies that ~8.-,(ln-,+I)~n--~T~S, and 
P&L*(s) zn-13 4S-r.-,X”)<E’Y 
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where s=z,-i+~. Therefore ~B.-2(fn-2+f,_,+f)~n--2S and 
P(~Bn-Z(fn-2+In~,+f)Zn-22,~~n~,(tn~*+r)~n-l)~~oY2. 
The triangle inequality implies that 
P($Bn-?(In-2+Irr-,+r)Zn-*, dtXn) d Eo + Eoy + EoyZ < 6’. 
This implies that da,-zCt, z+r,_,+I)~,-Z~T~S and if s=f,_,+t,_,+r, 
then 
P(4/?n-2(s)zn-2, 43-r,-,-,,_&JQE’. 
inductively we have daaxYz; It + (I z2 E S and 
PM (3,(x:=;' t,+r)z2>h%lK~o+~OY + ... +EoF2<~' 
and if s=C:ri tj+ t, then 
PM ~~(S)Z2~ 4s..xy=Y; r,hJ G 8'. 
This argument is also true if the given local cross section s is between 
any two of the indicated loca1 cross sections. Now since c$-~,~, Wf = 
(6~0, al W+ =X and using the above argument it follows that 
44 fi2(s)Z27 $92) GE forall Ofs,<t,, 
44 BZ(S)ZZ> Lrp3KE forall t2<s<t2+t3, 
44 Bz(s)Z2,4.+ 1*- r&l) G 6 for all t2 + t, <S < t2 + t3 + t,, 
n-l 
44 pz(s)Zz, gis-.:=; r,xJ 6 E for all C t,<sd i ti. 
i=2 i=2 
Take z = ~~~~~~~~~~ and define /I(s) = j?Js - t,) - p2( - t,). It is obvious that 
,!I E Rep@) and for all CyCP1’ ti < s < CT= 1 ti we have 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Given E > 0 there exist A4 > 1 and 6 > 0 such that every 
finite (6, M)-pseudo orbit is g-traced by an orbit of 4. 
Proof. Given E > 0 take E’ > 0 satisfying the property that if d(x, y) < E’, 
then d(d,x, 4, v) < e/2 for all {rj <a where a is taken from Lemma 4.1. 
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Take M’ > 1, and let S> 0 satisfy Proposition 6.1 with respect to E’ and 
also 0 < 8< s/2, and if d(x, JJ) < 8 and x E W, then #, y E T 3 W for some 
(~1 G Y. Now let 6 > 0 such that d(d,x. 4,~) 6 S for all Irj < c1 provided that 
d(x, y) < 6. Now given any finite (6, M)-pseudo orbit ({xi>;, ( ti];) where 
M=M’+24 since X=C+~~~,~~ W+ =fj..l,o, W’ we can choose a (6, M’)- 
pseudo orbit ({xl}‘;, {t;};) with 
(a) xi E W, for all i = 1, 2, 3, . . . . n. 
(b) d(gl,;xl, xi+ 1) < S for all i= 1, 2, 3, . . . . n. 
(c) ~,;x,!E T,,, 3 W,,, for all i= 1, 2, 3, . . . . II. 
(d) qS,,x: = xi for some 0 < ui < LY and for all i= 1, 2, 3, . . . . n. 
Now let w~+~ = li + ui- t; for all i. It is obvious that 0 6 wi < CI and 
#,,+,q3,;x~ = QltiXi for all i= 1, 2, . . . . n (see Fig. 2). 
Using Proposition 6.1 there exist z’ E S, , j?’ E Rep(R) such that 
44,tr(sp’, 4s--s&J G 6’ forall s,<sS.~~+~, 
where s,=Cr:,l t,f. Now take z=d B,Cu,Iz’ and define B(t)=P’(t+u,)- 
j?(u,). It is an easy exercise for the reader to show that /If Rep(R) and 
4&(S)Z> L,X*) d & for all s,~ss.ss,+,~ 
where s, = Cy=YI’ ti for m = 1,2, . . . . n (i.e., z s-traces the (6, M)-pseudo 
orbit ({Xi);, {ti);)). This finishes the proof. 
FIGURE 2 
so5/90/2-9 
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7. THEOREMS AND CONCLUSION 
Using Theorem 1 in [ 121 with Lemma 1 in [l] one can show easily that 
every expansive homeomorphism on a compact metric space which has the 
canonical coordinates has also the pseudo orbit tracing property (see 
[lo]). In the following theorem we examine the generalization of this result 
to the case of real expansive flows having canonical coordinates. 
Note that Lemma 1.3 reduces he study of expansive flows to those 
without fixed points. 
THEOREM 7.1. Every expansive flow (X, 4) which has the canonical coor- 
dinates also has the pseudo orbit tracing property. 
ProoJ Given E> 0 take 0 <E’ < s/2. Using Proposition 6.2 there exist 
M > 1 and c’F> 0 (without loss of generality take M to be an integer) such 
that every finite (6, M)-pseudo orbit is &‘-traced by an orbit of 4. Take 
6’>0 with S’<min{S/M,s’/M), and take S>O with 0~6~6’ and with 
the property: if d(a, b) <6, then d(dSa, q5,b) ~6’ for all 1.~1 <2M. Now 
assume ({xi}‘;, {ti}f) is any (6, l)-pseudo orbit with 1~ ti< 2 for all i. Let 
n be an integer greater than k and divisible by M. Take xk + i= #i-, + rk~k 
for i= 1, 2, . . . . n-k. It is obvious that ({xi};, (t;}:) is a (6, 1)-pseudo orbit 
with ti = 1 for all k < i< n. Now for j= 1,2, . . . . m take zj = xCj- ljM+, and 
sj=C{!(j- l)M+ 1 I t. where mM = n. Note that M 6 si 6 2M. Since 
d(9,,,_,,,+,x(j-l)M+i, -1)M+i+1)~6 for all i = 1, 2, . . . . M, 
it follows that 
for all i= 1, 2, . . . . M. Using the triangle inequality we have 
This means that 
d(bs,z,i, zj+ I) < MS’ < 8, 
aWizi)l;, {si}?) is a (8, M)-pseudo orbit. Using Proposition 6.2 there 
exist z E X and c1 E Rep(R) such that 
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44 .(,)Z, 4szt) Q E’ forall O<s<s,, 
44 c+)Z, 4S-S,4- forall s1<s<s1+s2, 
Thus 
44 or(S)Z? 4sXl) Q E’ < E forall O<s<t,. 
The triangle inequality and the way we choose 6 give 
<&‘+~‘<E/~+&‘/M<E 
for all s1 + l M+t~S<Sl+tM+*+tM+2~ 
44 a(s)? 4,-s,- b4+1-f,+4+2~M+3 1 
G 44 a(+, us--,xM++)+d(i,-.,xM++, Ls,-t,,,+,x~+d 
+d(L.,-tu+,x~+2, GL-~+~-~~+PM+J 
forall s,+t,+,+t,+z~s~sl+t,+l+t,+2+f~+3. 
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Continuation in the same manner shows that the orbit of z s-traces the 
pseudo orbit ({xi};, {ti};) and so does ({xi}‘;, {ii>:). Lemma 1.5 and 
Lemma 1.6 finish the proof. 
The above conclusion is true for an expansive flow having the weaker 
form of canonical coordinates, i.e., 
COROLLARY. Every expansive f7ow (X, 4) which satisfies the conclusion 
of Lemma 3.1 also has the pseudo orbit tracing property. 
Proof Exactly similar to the above proof. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let (X, ~5) be an expansive flow with the following 
property: given E > 0 there is 6 >O such that tf x, YE X and t > 0 with 
d(x, y) d 6, then there exists z E X such that 
d(4Sz, 4,x)<& forall O<s<t, 
d(d,z,#,y)bE forall -t<s<O. 
Then (X, 1+5) has the pseudo orbit tracing property. 
Proof For every positive integer n there exists a point z, E X such that 
d(dsz, 7 $$) d E forall O<s<n, 
44.szm ~.TY)<E for all -n,<s<O. 
Without loss of generality assume z, + z (compactness of X). Thus 
44sz, 4.7~) G E for all s 2 0, 
d(dsz, ds Y 16 e for all s 6 0. 
This means that 4 satisfies the conclusion of Lemma 3.1. The above 
corollary finishes the proof. 
Assume (X, 4) is a basic set of an Axiom A flow (see [Z, 6, 131). It is well 
known that (X, 4) is expansive, topologically transitive (contains dense 
orbit), and has the following property [2]. 
DEFINITION 7.3. (X, 4) has the closed orbit property if for any E > 0 
there are 6, L > 0 for which the following is true: if d(b,x, x) < 6 and r 2 L, 
then there are ye X and r’>O so that q4,, y= y, (r’-r[ GE, and 
44, Y, 0) G 8 for all 0 < t < r. 
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THEOREM 7.4. Let (X, 4) be an expansive flow. Then if (X, 4) has the 
closed orbit property and is topologicaly transitive, then (X, 4) has the 
pseudo orbit tracing property. 
Proof Given E > 0, take 0 < A < c/3 with the property that d(x, y) d ~13 
provided that x = #u y for all 1~1 d A. Choose 6, L > 0 to satisfy the delini- 
tion of the closed orbit property with respect o A. Now let x, y be any two 
points in X with d(x, y) <J/3. For any t > 0 consider 4,~ and &, y. Since 
(X, 4) is topologically transitive it follows that d(w, #tx) 6 6’ and 
d(+,w,&,y)<<’ for some WEX and some r>L where 6’>0 is small 
enough so that if d(a, b)66’, then d(qSSa, q5,b) <6/3 for all 1.~1 <t. Now let 
v=&, w. It is obvious that 
d(dsv, 4s~) d 613 for all 0 d s 6 t, 
d(#s#,w 4,4-t Y) G 613 forall O<s<t. 
Using the fact that w = #,v and taking u = s - t we have 
4&d r+2tv, hiy)=44u+t+rw> i,y)QW3 for all -t<u<O. 
The triangle inequality implies 
d(v,tir+zr v) < 40, x) + d(y, x) + d(y, 4r+ztv) < 6. 
Now using Definition 7.3 we have for some periodic point z E X with period 
a’ > 0 
44,-z> 4s~) Q 1 forall O<s<2t+r 
and (2t+r--a’( ~1. Thus 
44sz, 4s~) 6 d(d,z, 4s~) + 44,v, 4s~) < J + d/3 GE 
for all 0 <s < t, and 
for all - t < s < 0. Theorem 7.2 finishes the proof. 
If f and g are homeomorphisms on a compact metric space X, then 
d(f, g) will denote supXs X d(fx, gx) 
DEFINITION 7.5. A flow (X, 4) is said to be topologically stable (some- 
times called lower semistable) if for any E> 0 there exists 6 > 0 with the 
following property: if d(+,, $1) < 6 for all 06 t d 1, for any other flow 
Ic/ on X, then there exists a continuous h: X-t X so that d(h, I) < E and 
h(orbit of rl/) E (orbit of 4) where Z is the identity homeomorphism of X. 
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The following is a direct consequence of the above theorem and 
Theorem 3 in [ 161. 
COROLLARY. Let (X, 4) be an expansive flow. Then if (X, C#I) is 
topologicaly transitive and has the closed orbit property, then (X, 4) is 
topologically stable. 
The above conclusion is also true for an expansive flow having canonical 
coordinates or satisfying the conclusion of Lemma 3.1. 
Let (X, 4) be an expansive flow having canonical coordinates or satis- 
fying the conclusion of Lemma 3.1. Given x, y E X, a (6, a)-chain from x to 
y is a collection {x=x0, x, , . . . . xk = y; to, t,, . . . . t,- I } so that ti 3 a and 
d(#lixi, xi+ 1) 6 6. A point x is chain equivalent to y (x-y) if for every 
6, a > 0 there is a (6, a)-chain from x to y and from y to x. The chain 
recurrent set of 4 is CR(d) = {x E X: X-X}. Using Theorem 7.1 and 
Lemma 4.1 in [14] we have Q(d) = CR(ti), the set of all periodic points is 
dense in Q, the chain component Qn is invariant closed and open in 52, and 
because Q is compact then Q is uniquely expressed as a disjoint union 
!S = UT! 1 Qi where Oi (1 < i < m) is an equivalence class under -. 
Moreover one can show that (Q,, 4) is topologically transitive for all i, has 
the specification property [lS], the topological entropy h(d) is strictly 
positive unless sZi is a single point [2, 151, and h(4) = lim,, m (l/t) log v(t) 
where v(t) is the number of closed orbits in Qi with period d t [14]. Thus 
we are able to show that expansive flows having canonical coordinates 
share many features and similarities with those of Axiom A. 
Finally, Theorem 7.2, Theorem 7.4 with its corollary, and the above 
argument are obviously true for the case of discrete flows (i.e., 
homeomorphisms on compact metric spaces). 
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